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My fellow Americans, we have been scammed – big time. We’ve just about been swindled out of our country.
Here’s how:
After World War II, the USA was morphing from a constitutional republic to an empire. Few people aside from the
globalist elite, then led by the Rockefeller wing of the Republican party, were even aware of the transformation.
President Kennedy was assassinated in 1963. A few months later,
President Lyndon Johnson, leading a nation still traumatized by the
violent death of a president, made his mark with passage of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 (over time the civil rights movement morphed into
forced busing, affirmative action, race laws and hate crimes legislation –
but that’s another story). But for a bereaved country with civil rights in
the news, there was more to come: turbulent times spell opportunity for
empire builders, aka globalists.
Globalism thrives on open borders and open markets. Open borders
mean cheap labor, which drives down wages. Open markets mean
outsourcing, moving the better paying jobs overseas where there is
surplus (cheap) labor. Patriots want to protect our borders and markets,
but have few friends in the media. Globalists just want to make money
no matter who gets screwed.
To fully implement the corporate/globalist agenda, the Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1965 was passed. Senator Teddy Kennedy, one of the
sponsors of the Act, told the Senate that:
“First, our cities will not be flooded with a million immigrants annually.
Under the proposed bill, the present level of immigration remains
substantially the same…
Secondly, the ethnic mix of this country will not be upset… Contrary
to the charges in some quarters, [the bill] will not inundate America with immigrants from any one
country or area, or the most populated and deprived nations of Africa and Asia…
…The bill will not flood our cities with immigrants. It will
not upset the ethnic mix of our society. It will not relax
the standards of admission. It will not cause American
workers to lose their jobs.”
Everything Senator Kennedy said was bogus. Immigration
began as a trickle and became a tsunami. America’s ethnic
and racial composition changed tremendously. Not only did
legal immigration increase, illegal immigration went through
the roof. The government made a show of token enforcement
but let it happen – so much for the rule of law.
Everything was fine with the old immigration law. The American people never voted for a multicultural makeover
of their country. If it ain’t broke don’t fix it. But driving down the wages of American workers with imported labor is
a huge profit center for the corporate establishment.
Here’s how: import cheap labor. Globalists privatize
the profit: they get discount lower wage workers, cut
rate nannies, gardeners and maids. They socialize the
cost: taxpayers foot the bill for extra schools, hospitals,
police, jails, food stamps, welfare, and everything else
millions of low skilled immigrants require. If you don’t
like it, you’re a racist, bigot, nativist, xenophobe, etc.
These are crippling accusations in a PC world.
Once wages are driven down below a living wage, a
new reality is created: “jobs Americans won’t do” – yet
another reason we need more immigration! Here’s just
one example: huge hog farms in eastern North Carolina
have immigrant workers from thousands of miles away,
while a good number of unemployed local folks are
getting by just as well on public assistance. There is
something wrong with that picture, but there you have
it: jobs Americans won’t do.
And before you get mad at some working stiff who
doesn’t speak English so well, just remember that the
immigration racket is not their fault. They are just trying
to better their lot like the rest of us. The fault lies with globalists (and the politicians they own) who got the law
changed so they could import cheap labor for their own benefit on the taxpayer’s dime.
Mass immigration erodes social cohesion. By the 1970s
people weren’t quite making the connection that open
borders had anything to do with civil rights, so a new spin
was needed to sell it to the public. They came up with
Diversity. Word came down that burdening America with
millions of low skilled workers was to be celebrated.
“Celebrate Diversity” and “Diversity is our Strength” were
shouted from the rooftops. It was an easy sell with the civil rights crowd. Gullible academia lapped it up.
Corporate and government sponsorship stoked Diversity fever. Patriots who saw through it were called -- you
guessed it -- racist, bigots, haters, etc.
Gullible globalists have an interesting take on imported
cheap labor: they believe that chattel slavery in 19th century
America was racist, but that wage slavery in 21st century
America is Diversity. Go figure. I’m sure some Fortune 500
company can explain it all by sponsoring a seminar to
promote open borders, multiculturalism, or refugee
resettlement. It is just good business to have educrats,
bureaucrats, media and the entire “educated” class on
board with your money-making cheap labor immigration
scheme. Support the one percent: Celebrate Diversity!
Diversity has really caught on. Overnight, loopy liberals who
didn’t like big business exploiting workers became shills for
a colossal corporate welfare program – immigration – that
exploits workers. Talk about stupid! The Diversity crowd
pontificates about tolerance, inclusion, sensitivity and so
forth while greedy globalists celebrate Diversity all the way
to the bank. Should there be someone in their ranks that
doesn’t BELIEVE, the loopy libs will purge them in a
heartbeat. Inclusion has its limits.
But it is not just loopy liberals. Craven conservatives devour the diversity con. I’m not talking about rank and file
folks who want lower taxes and less government. I’m talking about neocons, infiltrated RINOs running Tea Party
groups, and professional conservatives who live off an array of think tanks, magazines and such propped up by
corporate sponsors. There is a special place in hell for globalist conservatives. They represent themselves to the
American people as defenders of sound fiscal policy and guardians of tradition, but work for more immigration
which grows bureaucracy, drains the treasury and imports street gangs and drug pushers from all over the world.
At least the loopy liberals are not two-faced about it.
It was DC conservatives who told the Reagan
White House that mass immigration was good
for business. Craven conservatives fall all over
themselves to show they are not racist or
insufficiently PC in any way. They also purge
anyone suspected of un-PC thoughts. This way
their globalist corporate sponsors won’t catch a
whiff of “controversy” in their ranks.
Today we have Diversity Studies, Diversity
Officers, and Diversity Mandates (quotas).
Dissing Diversity can cost you your job.
Believing in Diversity is today’s litmus test for
acceptance in media, academia and the
corporate world. It is as important as a college degree to professional mobility. This is the new order in a PC
globalist world.
Another thing loopy liberals and craven conservatives have in common is that they love little wars. Loopy libs
think we’re fighting for human rights and freedom for the oppressed. Craven conservatives think we’re fighting
terrorism and making America safe. Globalists make money. They know that war – whether it is just going after
somebody Israel doesn’t like or destabilizing some dictator for dumping the dollar – is a profitable enterprise.
They are happy to fund pro-war liberals and conservatives.
Then in 2016 along came The Donald. He was neither a loopy
liberal nor a craven conservative – just a non-PC type. The first
thing the media masters said: he was a joke. But the “joke” had
money, a global brand, and talked like a regular guy. When he
started winning we heard he was a meanie racist promoter of
“hate.” He called out PC, immigration and outsourcing for the
rackets they are. The craven conservatives pounced on him more
viciously than the loopy liberals. While the loopy libs closed ranks
behind Hillary, the craven conservatives, self-righteous as ever,
denounced The Donald.
Yet despite the opposition of the elites – an opposition
unprecedented in its viciousness, The Donald pulled it off. He was
able to rally the American people, win the presidency, and at least
begin the fight to make America great again.
I say “begin the fight” advisedly. Until the President, on behalf of
American people, regains control of the nation’s borders, restores
a trade policy that benefits our work force, and replaces a oneworld, imperialist foreign policy with one that puts America first, we
will not have our country back. You can bet your bottom dollar that
the full throttle hostility of the globalist elite - the intelligence/foreign
policy community, think tanks, corporate media, Dem and GOP establishments and other components of the
gargantuan welfare-warfare state – will rage against Trump’s presidency until they, or he, are triumphant.
Trump as tribune of the American people can only triumph with our support. We the People need to arouse
ourselves. Speaking out in today’s world can be dangerous business, and is not for the faint of heart. So if you
fear social ostracism, losing a job or falling out of favor with the local Republicans or Democrats, just get out of
the way and leave the field to those of us who mean business. So many who came before us had to dodge
bullets and endure all manner of privation to build this country. Let’s honor their memory and turn things around.
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